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1. Context 
a. Obligation to consult and accommodate 

b. Culturalized forest land development 

c. Existing  concepts: management system and Innu aitun 

2. Research project 
a. Aim and objectives 

3. Approach 
a. Case study: a harmonization process 

4. Project outcomes 
a. Aspects of Innu aitun 

b. Values, interests and needs associated with aspects of Innu 

aitun 

5. Conclusion 
a. What is E nutshemiu itenitakuet? 

b. The culturalized development of Nitassinan 

c. E nutshemiu utenitakuet as an approach to forest land 

planning? 
 

(Crédit photo: Éric Canapé, 2015) 



Context 
Obligation to consult and accommodate 
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Recognition of the rights of Aboriginal 

peoples of Canada 
(Art. 35, Canadian Constitution Act 1982) 

The legal duty to consult and accommodate  
(Haïda 2004, Taku River 2004, Tsilhqot’in 2014) 



Context 
Obligation to consult and accommodate 
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Ensure that sustainable forest development 

takes into account their values, interests and 

needs  
(Art. 7, SFDA) 

Encourage the definition of these values, 

interests and needs by the Aboriginal 

communities themselves  
(Objective1 of Guideline 3, SADF 2015) 



Context 
Culturalized forest land development 
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A CULTURALIZED ARCHITECTURE  
Integrate cultural aspects and values intrinsic to First Nations into the built environment. 

 

Culturalized forest land development? 
 

Define values, interests and needs 

according to their own vision and existing 

concepts 

Internalize this vision and these concepts 

into forest land development 



Context 
Existing concept: the Pessamit community’s Nitassinan management system 
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Nitassinan 

=  

Ancestral land 

Ntu-assi 

=  

Family hunting grounds 

Land management system 

=  

Family 



Context 
Existing concept: Innu aitun 
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(Crédit photos: Éric Canapé, 2014) 

 

Innu aitun 
 

 
 

The Innu way of life in the forest 

encompasses all subsistence 

practices and social and cultural 

activities related to the land and 

its resources. 
(EPOG 2004) 

 



Research project 
Specialized land and resources management office 
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Mission 
Defend the rights, values, 

interests and needs of 

community members in 

relation to the land and its 

resources. 

 

(Crédit photo : ARUC Tetauan 2011) 



Research project 
Aim of the study 
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To maintain Innu aitun practices on Ntu-assi  
 

 

Concept of E nutshemiu itenitakuet (Forest atmosphere) 
 

 

 What components are necessary for Innu aitun practices? 

 What forest components are required to maintain Innu aitun 

practices? 
 



Research project 
Aim of the study 
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Document  

E nutshemiu itenitakuet 
(Forest atmosphere) 

 

 

Specific objectives 

1. Identify elements related to Innu aitun practices 

2. Identify accepted values 

3. Describe Innu interests and knowledge  

4. Determine Innu needs 

5. Explore conceivable development practices 
 



Approach 
Case study: a harmonization process 
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 Case study  

 Process to harmonize Innu aitun activities in a Ntu-assi sector with 

the forest development activities of a forest industry company  

 Members of a family associated with Ntu-assi 

 Territory under study: eastern spruce-moss forest 

 Mapping of the harmonization process 
 

 

 Data collection methods 

 Group discussions with the family 

 Field trip to the family land 

 Validation sessions with the family 
 

(Crédit photo: Éric Canapé, 2015) 

(Crédit photo: Éric Canapé, 2015) 

(Crédit photo: Éric Canapé, 2015) 



Approach 
Case study: territory under study 
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Boreal zone 
 

 

Spruce-moss stands 
Eastern spruce-moss sub-stands 

 
 

 

 

Predominantly coniferous and spruce-moss forests  

Mixed deciduous and coniferous forest territory 



Results of the project 
Aspects of Innu aitun 
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Innu aitun

Déplacement terrestre et aquatique

Établissement d’une habitation

Chasse et pêche

Cueillette

Ressourcement et bien-être

Rencontres et rassemblements

Recueillement et exercice de la spiritualité

Respect des artéfacts

Confection d’artisanat

Piégeage

What characterizes Innu aitun? 



Results of the project 
Aspects of Innu aitun 
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(Crédit photo: Éric Canapé, 2016) 

 

Necessary elements for Innu aitun practices:  
 

 Ntu-kepetakan network 
(Network of trails and roads) 
 

 Nutshemiu-aueshish zone 
(Wildlife interest territory) 
 

 Mishtikutshuap zone 
(Occupation  and intensive use) 
 

 Nashipetimit zone 
(River and wetland environments) 
 

 Kanametat zone                                                 
(Heritage and legacy) 



Mishtikutshuap zone 
(Occupation and intensive use) 
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Value placed on  
 

 

 Heritage and legacy  

 Subsistence forestry 

 Accessibility to land and resources 

 Trapping, hunting, snaring and gathering sites 

 Resourcing and wellness sites 

 Meeting and family reunion sites 

 Cultural sharing and belonging 

 Landscape, environment and wellness aspects 
 



Mishtikutshuap zone 
(Occupation and intensive use) 
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Innu interests and knowledge  
 

 

 Sources of water: water and running water (lake and rivers) 

 Mixed forest zones  

 Wealth of floral undergrowth 

 Permanent forest cover  

 Presence of old forests 

 Permanent road network 



Mishtikutshuap zone 
(Occupation and intensive use) 
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Innu needs  
 

 Maintaining mixed forest zones 
 

 Maintaining a permanent forest cover 
 

 Maintaining the characteristics of old forests 
 

 Maintaining the quality of the landscape 
 

 Protecting the immediate environment 
 

 Maintaining or improving terrestrial and aquatic 

wildlife habitats 
 

 Maintaining the quality of water 
 

 

Potential solutions 
 

 Variable delimitation 
 

 ≥ 70% of 7 metres and more of productive forest   
 

 Prefer partial cuts to achieve irregular structures 

(layouts) 
 

 Connectivity between mixed stands and old coniferous 

stands 
 

 Application of the equivalent cutting area (ECA) to a 

suitable scale 
 

 Zoning of the immediate environment, the foreground, 

mid-ground and background 
 



Nutshemiu-aueshish zone 
(Wildlife interest territory) 
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Value placed on  
 

 

 Subsistence and food consumption 

 Use for artisanal reasons 

 Transmission of knowledge and cultural belonging 

 Strengthening the sense of identity 

 Trapping, hunting, snaring and gathering sites 

 Terrestrial wildlife habitat: uapistan, mush, uapush, pishu, etc.  
 



Nutshemiu-aueshish zone 
(Wildlife interest territory) 
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Innu interests and knowledge  
 

 

 Hills of rich, mixed forests 

 Irregular forest zones 

 Permanent coniferous forest cover 

 Presence of old forests 

 Wealth of floral undergrowth in mixed forest zones 

 Wetlands and riversides 
 



Nutshemiu-aueshish zone 
(Wildlife interest territory) 
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Innu needs  
 

 Maintaining and improving rich mixed forests 
 

 Maintaining the permanent coniferous forest 

cover 
 

 Maintaining a connectivity between the rich 

mixed forests and wetlands and riverside 

environments 
 

 Maintaining mixtures of mixed and coniferous 

forest stands 

 

Potential solutions 
 

 Zoning of mixed forest zones  
 

 Full protection of rich mixed forest stands 
 

 Prefer partial cutting to maintain the coniferous cover  
 

 Favour the connectivity between rich mixed forest 

stands and wetlands and riverside environments 
 

 Concentrate residual forests in these locations 
 



Conclusion 
What is E nutshemiu itenitakuat? 
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Zone de 

Mishtikushuap
(Occupation et utilisation intensive)

Zone de Nutshemiu-aueshish
(Territoire d’intérêt faunique)

Zone de 

Nashipetimit
(Milieux riverains et humides)

Réseau Ntu-kepetakan
(Réseau de sentiers et de chemins)

Zone de Kanametat
(Héritage et patrimoine)

Ntu-assi
(Territoire de chasse familial)

E nutshemiu itenitakuet
(Ambiance forestière)



Conclusion 
The culturalized development of Ntu-assi 
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The culturalized development of Ntu-assi 
 

Define the different aspects needed to 

practise Innu aitun 

Internalize the concept in forest land 

management and development 

Concretely understand the concept of 

E nutshemiu itenitakuet 



 
Tshinishkumitinau! 

(Merci!) 
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